INTRODUCTION
In recent days, with the increasing use of digital camera capturing and rendering a good image is not a trivial task. Recorded images differ from direct view to the lack of dynamic range compression and colour constancy. Dynamic range is the ratio of the largest value to the smallest value of a physical quantity. Dynamic range of a scene is the ratio of the brightest and darkest part of the scene. The range of human vision system is quite large. The luminance of starlight is around 0.001 cd/m 2 to that of a sunlit is around 100,000 cd/m 2 , which is hundred million times higher. The human eye can accommodate a dynamic range of approximately 10,000:1 in a single view, but the imaging system has a restricted dynamic range. To render a captured scene with very high dynamic range therefore remains a challenging task.
Colour constancy is defined as the maintenance of colour appearance despite variation in the colour of nearby objects and despite variation in the spectral power distribution. A captured image of rose under different lighting condition appears differently. While the colour of rose appears to be same to us in sunlight as well as room illuminated by light source, a camera film does not see it in the same way. If colour appearance is useful feature in identifying an object, then colour appearance must be constant when the object is viewed in different context. Colour constancy is the ability of human being under natural variation of light sources, but it is not perfect. If the illuminant is strongly saturated, then we cannot predict colour correctly.
The human vision system performs the task of dynamic range compression and colour constancy almost effortlessly. Thus to improve the quality of images we have to combine dynamic range compression, colour constancy and colour and lightness rendition. Multi scale Retinex with colour restoration (MSRCR), based on Land's Retinex theory [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , is an attempt to achieve these goals. This is a powerful algorithm especially for the visibility improvement of the dark regions.
Thus the Retinex theory can be implemented as follows: For each waveband the relative reflectance for each point can be calculated as the relative reflectance of i to j :
Th is the threshold. Role of Th in Retinex is to decrease the effect channel intensity ratios.
Average relative reflectance of an area i is given as
al. used Brownian motion to randomly distributed path. Main drawback with path algorithm is the complexity associated with number of paths, path lengths and their trajectories. 27 proposed an improvement in this iterative model by introducing ratiomodification operator which preserves small contrast ratio and significantly compresses large contrast.
Iterative Algorithm

Centre/Surround Algorithm
Land evolved the concept from random walk computation to its last form as a centre/surround form. This last form of Retinex captured attention of Jobson 15 , et al. who studied the properties of center/surround function. In this method, the pixel under consideration is replaced by a value which depends on the weighted average of the surrounding pixels. Study of centre/surround method and propose method to reduce artifacts present around high contrast edges are presented in this paper.
OVERVIEW OF SINGLE-SCALE RETINEX
The single-scale Retinex (SSR) 25 for a single spectral component can be represented as Small kernels results in dynamic range compression. With large kernel the output looks more like natural impression of the image. Middle value of surround space constant is good for compensating shadow and to achieve acceptable rendition for the processed image.
MULTI-SCALE RETINEX
When the dynamic range of scene exceeds the dynamic range of the recording medium, there is a loss of information which cannot be recovered. Single-scale Retinex (SSR) can either provide dynamic range compression or tonal rendition but not both simultaneously. To combine the strength of various surround space Multi-scale Retinex (MSR) was developed 12 .
Multi-scale Retinex output is the weighted sum of the several different SSR outputs. Mathematically, (6) where n is the number of scales, R ni is the i th component of the n th scale, R MSR is the i th spectral component of the MSR output, and W n is the weight associated with the n th scale. In MSR the surround function is given by 
VARIOUS FORMS OF RETINEX ALGORITHM 3.1 Path Algorithm
The Retinex algorithm proposed was the first attempt to develop a computational model for human colour constancy. In random path algorithm, next pixel position is chosen randomly from the current pixel position. David 19 , et al. studied this algorithm and formulated the path using stochastic method: An accumulator is designed to calculate lightness values of each pixel which is initialised to zero. As the path precedes, the path value of accumulator A gets updated. This process is repeated for n number of paths. The final value for each pixel is obtained by normalising the accumulator value by the number of paths visited. If the path is too long, then the Retinex algorithm is equivalent to its maximum value. They found the algorithm too sensitive to changes in the colour of nearby objects, and hence an inadequate model of human colour constancy. Horn formulated calculation of lightness using Laplacian operator 8 . Andrew Blake 18 introduces an improved version of Horn's algorithm. He used gradient operator instead of Laplacian operator. This improved boundary condition along the image. A. Rizzi 25 , et
where C n is the Gaussian surround space constant. Multiscale Retinex combines the dynamic range compression of the Single-scale Retinex with the tonal rendition to produce an output which encompasses both as shown in Fig. 4 .
MsR was modified by adding a colour restoration function given as: (8) where, (9) (10) where is the i th band of the colour restoration function (CRF), R MSRCR is the ith spectral band of the Multi-scale Retinex with colour restoration(MSRCR), S is the number of spectral channels. The value of S is generally 3 for RGB.
Results show that the function that provides the best overall colour restoration is given by (11) where α controls the strength of the non-linearity and β is a gain constant. The final gain/offset adjustments are required for transition from the logarithmic to the display domain. The final version of the MsRCR can be written as Although MSR gives better results by combining dynamic range compression and colour rendition, it suffers from 'graying-out' of uniform zones.
MULTI-SCALE RETINEX WITH COLOUR RESTORATION AND ITS DESIGN ISSUES
Images which violate gray-world assumptions on retinex processing suffer from 'graying-out' of the image, either globally or in specific regions. Thus gives a washed out appearance for the processed images. To restore colour 12-13,15 ,
PROPOSED METHOD FOR REDUCTION OF HALO ARTIFACTS
Multi-scale-Retinex with colour restoration algorithm effectively restores colours in the processed images but shows artifacts in the images having high contrast edges, as shown in Fig. 5 . In this section we propose a method of reducing these halo artifacts. This work is inspired by the work of Moore 28 , according to which the induction can be reduced by multiplying surround by gradient of the image. Unlike Moore's work, the authors have used a Multi-scale approach and Laplacian of Gaussian as edge detector.
Retinex algorithm has the form: Retinex = Centre -Surround (13) The surround function is given as: (14) To reduce the artifacts we modify the surround weight as shown below: (15) where the Laplacian of Gaussian is function and is Gaussian function of the nth scale. Proposed algorithm is given in Appendix-A.
The surround function is multiplied by edge detector, thus in smooth region the output will be almost equal to zero. Hence surround value will be almost zero for smooth regions. This would result more colour rendition and reduction of artifacts near the high contrast edges. Image in Fig. 6 is processed by the proposed method with three scale values such as 3, 15, 80. This not only reduces artifacts, but also decreases the computational time.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, test has been conducted on images collected from various sources given in the web site. Proposed method is designed for three scales and surround space constant values chosen are 3, 15, 80. Some of the results are presented in the paper.
The face of the lady in Fig. 7(a) is not clear in MSRCR output Fig. 7 (b) compared to that obtained by our method. Thus this algorithm cannot be suitable for face detection or recognition purposes. The algorithm works well for images having dark zones.
QUALITY METRIC
Quality assessment plays an important role in image processing application. Many cameras had inbuilt image processing algorithms to correct the quality of image before rendering to mimic closely to the perceived image by the observers. How pleasing the overall rendered image is and how well it conforms to the observer's expectation is measured by number of factors called attributes of the image. The quality Q of an image is determined by a number of visual attributes that includes sharpness, tone rendition and colour. In this experiment we have calculated mean square error, structure 
similarity (SSIM) and mean structural similarity (MSSIM). Mean square error is given by the equation:
Structural similarity is given by the equation:
Mean structural similarity index measurement is given by: Tables 1 and 2 shows that proposed methods give better results compared to result obtained by Rahman, et 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The SSR provides a good mechanism for enhancing images. However depending on the surround space constant, it can either provide good tonal rendition or dynamic range compression. The MSR, comprised of the three scales such as, small, intermediate and large overcomes these limitations. The scene which violates the gray -world assumption, desaturation of colour was found to occur The MSRCR adds a colour restoration scheme which produced good colour rendition even for severe gray-world violations. MSRCR shows artifacts around high contrast edge. Proposed method reduces the artifacts, but at the same time suffers from desaturation of colour. It effectively pulls out the details from dark areas. Since designed with scales 3, 15, 80 the computational time is also reduced. Future work is to find the optimal range of surround space constant as well as number of scales required for proper colour rendition.
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